Marine heatwaves threaten cryptic coral diversity and erode associations amongst coevolving partners
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Abstract
Climate change-amplified heatwaves are known to drive extensive mortality in marine foundation species. However, a paucity of longitudinal genomic datasets has impeded understanding of how these rapid selection events alter species’ genetic structure. Impacts of these events may be exacerbated in species with obligate symbioses, where the genetics of multiple co-evolving species may be affected. Here, we tracked the symbiotic associations and fate of reef-building corals for six years through a prolonged heatwave. Coral genetics strongly predicted survival of the common coral Porites through the event, with strong differential survival (15 to 64%) apparent across morphologically identical but genetically distinct lineages. The event also disrupted strong associations between coral lineages and their symbiotic partners, homogenizing symbiotic assemblages across lineages and reducing the specificity of coral-algal symbioses. These results highlight that marine heatwaves threaten cryptic genetic diversity of foundation species and have the potential to decouple tight relationships between co-evolving host-symbiont pairs.
Introduction

Extreme climatic events, including heatwaves, wildfires, floods, and droughts, are now major agents of change, posing serious threats to biodiversity and natural ecosystems globally (1–3). Such events are driving factors behind many species range contractions, extirpations, and invasions (4–8), and may also be influencing evolutionary processes through selection imposed by rapid environmental change (9–11). Recent studies have demonstrated that selection through extreme events can be directional, favoring individual genotypes carrying adaptive traits (10, 12–14). While this selection may help species survive future events of a similar nature, it also threatens to reduce overall genetic diversity, which may limit species’ capacity to respond to new selection pressures, such as those imposed by extreme climatic disturbances of different durations or intensities (15), or to unexpected stressors and pathogens (16).

In the ocean, some of the most profound impacts of climate change are experienced during marine heatwaves (5, 17) – pulse heat stress events in which water temperatures are abnormally high for unusual lengths of time (18, 19). While it is well documented that heatwaves can threaten marine biodiversity by driving conspicuous species losses (4, 5, 20), selection imposed during heatwaves may also drive cryptic losses of genetic diversity within taxa (9, 10, 12), a phenomenon that is predicted to be an outcome of these events but has only rarely been demonstrated in marine systems due to the lack of baseline genetic data (10, 12). Losses of genetic diversity could have long-term evolutionary consequences for taxa by limiting their scope for future adaptation (10, 12, 21). However, remaining populations may also have increased heat tolerance due to directional selection, possibly improving the fitness of future populations in a warming ocean (10). Our ability to anticipate these evolutionary consequences will depend on understanding the extent to which marine heatwaves drive differential mortality among genotypes (i.e., natural
selection), altering the genetic structure of marine taxa (10). To date, the few studies that have been done in this area have demonstrated that marine heatwaves can alter the relative abundance of different genotypes (12), but linking these patterns to fitness components, which requires tracking survival and/or reproductive output of individuals, remains a challenge (but see 22).

Tropical coral reefs are now considered as the most vulnerable coastal marine ecosystem in the face of climate change (23), with marine heatwaves their primary threat. Heatwaves disrupt the critical relationship between reef-building corals and their obligate endosymbionts (family Symbiodiniaceae), causing them to bleach (17, 24, 25) and making them vulnerable to starvation and disease (26). Intense or prolonged marine heatwaves can cause mass bleaching and widespread coral mortality, with profound ecological and socioeconomic impacts (17). This is especially true given that these ecosystems are among the most biologically diverse and economically valuable in the ocean (27). Corals may primarily adapt to climate change through either shifts in host allele frequencies through adaptation (28) or shifts in their microbial symbiont communities (29–31), which are heritable to varying degrees (32). Yet, while a handful of studies have tracked the stability of symbioses through marine heatwaves and shown differential bleaching by algal symbiont (11, 33, 34), only one has directly assessed the impacts of these events on the population genetics of coral taxa in natural systems (22). Moreover, despite growing awareness that cryptic coral genotypes can harbour unique assemblages of symbionts, which could be the primary determinants of their climate change vulnerability (or resilience) (e.g., 33, 35), no study to date has simultaneously tested for shifts in both host population genetics and associated symbiont assemblages through an extreme heatwave event. Thus, the extent to which heatwaves drive differential mortality or alter patterns of symbiont specificity across co-occurring coral genotypes, potentially threatening rare or heat-sensitive lineages of either symbiotic partner, remains largely unclear (11, 36).
As in a wide range of taxa, molecular investigations of reef-building corals over the past two or more decades have drastically reshaped our understanding of their evolution and diversity (e.g., 25, 37, 38). Similar to macroalgae and other invertebrates (e.g., 39, 40), many morphologically-defined coral species actually represent cryptic species complexes consisting of multiple morphologically similar, or indistinguishable, lineages that are partially or completely reproductively isolated from one another (e.g., 38, 41–43). Although coral cryptic lineage complexes are common, the number of studies testing for differences in heat tolerance between lineages is limited (33, 44) and, with one recent exception (22), have only assessed variation in bleaching tolerance, rather than survival through natural heatwaves (e.g., 33), despite the fact that these two processes can be decoupled (34). Quantifying the strength of selection on corals and their obligate symbionts through marine heatwaves is essential to understanding and predicting the influence of future heatwaves on the genetic diversity and adaptive potential of threatened coral reefs.

Between 2014 and 2017, a series of heatwaves unfolded across much of the world’s tropical reefs (17, 45). This period, considered chronologically as the 3rd global coral bleaching event on record, was unprecedented in terms of the severity, duration, and geographic spread (45). This event led to mass coral bleaching and mortality across many coral reefs in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, including extensive damage to the Great Barrier Reef (17, 34, 46, 47). Species-level assessments of coral mortality have demonstrated that there were winners and losers in the face of this widespread bleaching, with survival varying substantially across coral taxa (46, 48). However, it is not known whether selection imposed by mass mortality during this global bleaching event impacted the genetic composition of coral species or populations, nor how underlying local
anthropogenic stressors – a feature of virtually all coral reefs – might modulate impacts on this
critical facet of diversity.

Here, we directly assessed the extent to which marine heatwaves drive differential mortality
across coral genotypes and alter the specificity of host-symbiont pairings. We focused on one of
the most widespread, ecologically significant, and well-studied coral genera, *Porites*, and tracked
the fate and algal symbiont composition of individual *Porites* colonies (massive growth-form;
field identified as *Porites lobata*) in the central equatorial Pacific Ocean, through the 3rd global
coral bleaching event. Within this region, the coral atoll Kiritimati experienced some of the
highest levels of accumulated heat-stress ever documented on a coral reef, rivaled only by the
nearby Jarvis Island during this same time period (48). This heatwave lasted ten months,
imposing ~31.6 degree heating weeks (°C-weeks) on Kiritimati’s coral reefs (34). Despite this,
massive *Porites* had relatively high survivorship (~80% at some sites), with highly variable
bleaching severity and survival among colonies and sites (48). We leveraged this extreme climatic
event as a natural experiment to directly test whether coral bleaching susceptibility or
survivorship could be predicted by the genetic structure of the affected colonies and/or their
associated algal symbionts, and further assessed changes in the relative abundance of host and
symbiont genotypes by comparing a larger sampling of colonies from before, during and after the
heatwave. Recent molecular studies have determined that the genus *Porites* comprises at least
eight clades, some characterized by complex genetic structure (41, 49), possibly reflecting cryptic
or pseudo-cryptic lineages within each clade. Our study focused on one of these clades (Clade V
from ref 49; also known as the *Porites lobata/lutea clade*) facilitating a deeper look into the
functional differences between finer-scale cryptic lineages than has previously been achieved in
this group. Our objectives were to examine if 1) cryptic coral lineages were present, and if they
differed in their ability to survive a marine heatwave; 2) if this differential survival was
modulated by underlying exposure to chronic local human disturbance; 3) if cryptic coral lineages
were associated with specific symbionts; and 4) whether the specificity of these symbiotic partnerships was impacted by mass bleaching and mortality during the heatwave.

**Results**

*Sympatric cryptic lineages of* Porites

We identified three genetic lineages of massive *Porites* (hereafter referred to as PKir-1, PKir-2, and PKir-3) that were found sympatrically across the reefs of Kiritimati prior to the 2015-2016 El Niño-driven heatwave (Fig. 1). Ordination (based on >12,000 SNPs from 2b-RAD) revealed three distinct genomic clusters with no intermediate genotypes, which was further supported by ADMIXTURE analyses showing the lowest CV error for k = 3 where every sample was assigned to a lineage with >85% probability (Fig. 1a,b). Global $F_{ST}$ values between lineages were also high, suggesting relatively high levels of differentiation across cryptic lineages (Table S1). PKir-1 and PKir-2 ($F_{ST} = 0.263$) were found to be more genetically similar to each other than either was to PKir-3 ($F_{ST} = 0.361$ and 0.326, respectively; Fig S1). However, historical gene flow was found between all lineages (Fig S2), suggesting that, although these lineages appear reproductively isolated in the present day, they have likely experienced introgression in the past.

Demographic analyses infer some limited gene flow between lineages with asymmetrical introgression across lineages and regions of the genome. The best-fit model supported the hypothesis of heterogeneous gene flow across the genome, with a small proportion of the genome experiencing particularly high gene flow (Fig S2). Moreover, we inferred higher gene flow from PKir-3 to PKir-1 and PKir-2 compared to the reverse direction (Fig S2). Effective population sizes ($N_e$) were similar across all three lineages, and all showed contraction in recent millennia (Fig S3).
Leveraging host sequences in the ITS2 metabarcoding dataset, we were able to expand lineage assignment beyond those colonies that were sequenced with 2b-RAD (n = 67). As expected, all Porites ITS2 sequences belonged to one of the 8 previously described Porites lineages (clade V or the Porites lobata/lutea clade (49); Fig S4). However, examining colonies that were sequenced using both ITS2 and 2b-RAD (n = 64 with successful host sequences), we found that ITS2 sequences were consistently dissimilar across cryptic Porites lineages. The set of sequences found in each cryptic lineage was paraphyletic relative to the sequences of other lineages (Figs S4, S5, Table S2), likely reflecting the recent reticulate divergence of these cryptic lineages and confirming that this clade consists of a cryptic complex rather than a single, highly plastic species (see discussion in 41). Moreover, several colonies sampled with both ITS2 and 2b-RAD (n = 12) were heterozygous at the ITS2 locus, with two dominant host sequence variants identified from each colony. In total, 23 ITS2 sequence variants were present across the 64 colonies sequenced with both metabarcoding and 2b-RAD. Two sequence variants were found in both PKir-1 and PKir-2, making them uninformative for lineage assignment. However, these sequence variants were relatively rare across the dataset (ASV9: 19/305 - 6% of colonies; ASV31: 4/305 – 1% of colonies). Several uncommon ITS2 sequence variants (n = 10) were not found in any samples assigned using 2b-RAD, preventing lineage assignment in these cases. In total, we were able to assign 92% (281/305) of colonies included in this study using either 2b-RAD or ITS2 metabarcoding data. Using all samples collected prior to the heatwave for which lineage assignment was possible (n = 149), we found that, although there was a relationship between the relative abundance of each lineage and region of the atoll (Bayes Factor [BF] = 36.10), there was no relationship with local human disturbance (BF = 0.84).
Survivorship through a heatwave varies by cryptic lineage and human disturbance

Tracking individual colonies through nine time-points that span the 2015-2016 heatwave, we found strong evidence of differential survival across lineages, but only at sites without very high levels of human disturbance (Fig. 2). Mortality of tagged colonies began during the heatwave (first observed in May 2016) and continued for several months following the heatwave with no mortality observed after 2017. While mortality was generally much higher at sites with increased human disturbance, survivorship up to 2017 depended on the interaction between human disturbance and lineage, with PKir-3 having only ~15% survival across all disturbance levels, and PKir-1 and PKir-2 having ~70-90% survival at minimally disturbed sites, but only ~5% survival at the most disturbed sites (Logistic regression; lineage*disturbance: P = 0.007). There was also a significant effect of cryptic lineage identity on bleaching score, such that PKir-3 tended to have the highest level of bleaching at both time-points during the heatwave (2015: Deviance = 9.329, p = 0.010; 2016: Deviance = 9.412, p = 0.009; Fig S6).

We tested for local genomic differentiation across the three Porites lineages and identified genes near outlier loci. While we found several genes near outlier loci when comparing lineage pairs (PKir-1 vs PKir-2: n = 47; PKir-1 vs. PKir-3: n = 63; PKir-2 vs. PKir-3: n = 42; Supp File 1), the only gene near an outlier locus when comparing both PKir-1 and PKir-2 to PKir-3 matched the ETS-related transcription factor Elf-2 (~57% similarity).

Disruption of lineage-specific symbioses

We found strong associations between coral lineage and symbiont assemblage composition prior to the marine heatwave, but these associations were disrupted following the event. Across all colonies sampled before the heatwave, there was a strong relationship between coral lineage and recovered Cladocopium sequence variants from the C15 clade (PERMANOVA: F = 175.41, R² = 0.73, P < 0.001). Specifically, sequences from the C15 clade formed at least two clusters (Fig...
3A), with variants in one cluster associating almost exclusively with PKir-3 colonies (all but one case, ~2.5%, although two PKir-3 colonies, 5%, also had symbiont sequences from the other cluster). For colonies sampled after the heatwave, this association between symbiont sequence variants and coral lineage was disrupted, with sequences from all lineages forming a single cluster (Fig. 3B). After the heatwave, only a single colony of unknown lineage (due to lack of host sequence reads) was found to still possess sequence variants common in PKir-3 prior to the heatwave.

These patterns in algal symbiont communities were also captured by ITS2 profiles, a means of characterizing symbiont types that attempts to identify putative Symbiodinaceae taxa (50) (Fig S7). Nearly all corals sampled at any time point (629/653 samples; 96%) were characterized by a single *Cladocopium* profile each from the C15 clade. A small percentage (~2%) of colonies had mixed assemblages that included a single profile each from the C15 radiation and one or two additional profiles from other Symbiodiniaceae lineages (e.g., *Cladocopium* C116, *Durusdinium* D1, D4). In total, we identified 45 profiles from the C15 radiation (113 profiles from all Symbiodiniaceae lineages) across all colonies successfully sequenced. No corals had more than one profile from the C15 clade and only ~1% of samples lacked a profile from the C15 clade altogether (mostly from March 2016; see below). Unlike PKir-1 and PKir-2, which initially associated with 9 and 13 profiles, respectively, PKir-3 had highly specific symbiotic associations prior to the heatwave with 95% of colonies (37/39) associated with one of just three symbiont profiles within the C15 radiation that was nearly absent from the other lineages (PKir-1: 0%, PKir-2: 3%) (Fig S8). These tight associations broke down during the heatwave such that these profiles were completely absent from PKir-3 colonies sampled after the heatwave (n = 12; Fig 4c).
Although most of the colonies that were tracked for two or more time-points (~64%; 100/157) had the same profile from the C15 clade in every case, approximately one third of colonies did host variable symbiont profiles over time (e.g., see Fig. 4). Most notably, a few colonies sampled both before and after the heatwave appeared to recover from bleaching with a new profile from the C15 lineage. For example, one of the three surviving colonies of PKir-3 switched from a “C15cu” profile (i.e., dominated by the C15cu sequence variant) to a “C15” profile (dominated by the C15 sequence variant). The other two PKir-3 colonies that survived were not successfully sequenced with ITS2. Although, it is possible that these colonies still possess “C15cu” profiles, this would still represent a shift in the relative abundance of “C15” profiles in PKir-3 from ~5% to >80% across the lineage at large. Similarly, three PKir-2 colonies switched from “C15m” (which were previously only found in that Porites lineage) to “C15” profiles, and symbiont assemblages across PKir-3 colonies, in general, became more homogenous, with decreases in the relative abundance of “C15m” and “C15/C15cs” profiles in favour of “C15” profiles (Fig 4, Fig S7). Some additional colonies also switched between very similar profiles (with the same dominant sequence but having additional minor sequence variants; 39/157). The overall similarity of these latter profiles suggest they may represent closely-related members of the same symbiont population that may have even been assigned as different profiles due to sequencing artifacts (e.g., missing a rare sequence variant).

We also identified several cases where bleached colonies contained high relative levels of three profiles from Cladocopium C3 or C1 symbiont lineage, suggesting these symbionts may be residual or opportunistic in these Porites hosts. These three symbiont profiles (1 - C1/C3-C1c-C1b-C42.2-C1bh-C1br; 2 - C1-C1c-C1al; 3 - C3-C1bp-C3dg-C3-df-C3-dh) only appeared in bleached colonies during the March 2016 expedition, which was late in the heatwave (Fig. 4). Three of these colonies survived and were resampled during a later expedition; all three had
reverted to hosting symbionts from the C15 clade following recovery from bleaching. Other symbiont types (e.g., C116 or Durusdinium) were generally rare and found inconsistently across samples, suggesting that these are minor or opportunistic constituents of the Porites holobiont; they were not further examined here. However, we note that these rare and/or transient profiles may be of functional importance to the Porites holobiont, possibly even facilitating the shuffling or switching of dominant profiles from the C15 lineage.

Discussion

By coupling host genomic sequencing and Symbiodiniaceae metabarcoding with longitudinal coral colony tracking, we have demonstrated that cryptic lineages of Porites coral experienced strong differential mortality during a tropical marine heatwave of unprecedented duration. We identified three distinct lineages of massive Porites and tracked colonies of each lineage through ten months of intense heat-stress, demonstrating much higher mortality in one lineage, PKir-3, than in the other two. Human disturbance modulated this effect of host lineage, with a strong relationship between disturbance and mortality in the PKir-1 and PKir-2 lineages, and no difference in lineage-specific mortality observed at sites exposed to very high disturbance levels, where high mortality was observed for all corals regardless of their lineage. This differential selection resulted in a substantial change in the relative abundances of these cryptic lineages, with the relative abundance of PKir-3 decreasing by 70% across the atoll following the heatwave (30% to 9% relative abundance of tagged corals of known lineage).

Cryptic Porites lineages also differed in their associated symbiotic ITS2 profiles but only prior to the 2015-2016 bleaching event. Porites corals generally transmit their symbionts vertically such that symbiont genotypes are heritable across generations of coral (51). This could lead to strong patterns of phylosymbiosis and/or cophylogeny (52–54), where closely related corals share similar algal symbiont communities, a pattern clearly reflected across host lineages in our dataset.
Indeed, differences in symbiotic assemblages between cryptic lineages have now been documented across multiple coral genera (33, 35, 42). Under strong selection from the heatwave, however, this pattern of co-occurrence between coral host lineage and algal symbiont sequence variants was disrupted in our study. Following the heatwave, we only found a single sample containing “C15cu” symbionts (from a colony of unknown lineage), even though these symbionts were found in 95% of PKir-3 colonies before the heatwave (and almost 25% percent of colonies overall). All confirmed post-heatwave samples of PKir-3 (though not all sampled prior to the heatwave) were instead associated with “C15” symbionts rather than “C15cu” profiles. Among the tracked colonies, four colonies (three from PKir-2 and one from PKir-3) that bleached and recovered post-heatwave did so with different profiles from the C15 lineage than they hosted prior to bleaching (Fig 4). The erosion of this pattern of phylosymbiosis across coral lineages is likely driven by some amount of symbiont switching or shuffling that occurred during recovery from bleaching. However, given that these profiles were present in ~5% of PKir-3 colonies before the heatwave, differential mortality across colonies with differing profiles from the C15 clade may have also played an important role in driving these observed patterns.

Although we cannot definitively tease apart the impacts of symbiont identity from other genomic factors, the breakdown of patterns of host-symbiont associations and the observed switching of symbionts in some colonies are most parsimoniously explained by functional differences between the ITS2 profiles within the C15 phylotype. This hypothesis is further supported by the fact that all sampled colonies that were ‘healthy’ late in the heatwave (i.e., May 2016) were associated with “C15” profiles including the two healthy colonies from PKir-3 (which more typically associated with “C15cu” and did not remain healthy). Although functional differences between Symbiodineaceae genera are well documented (i.e., Cladocopium vs. Durusdinium (55, 29, 31, 34)), it has remained unclear until recently whether closely related sequence variants (i.e., C15
variants) can express functional variation that is meaningful in the face of heat stress. However, recent work showed that closely related variants of C15 were associated with bleaching variation between _Porites cylindrica_ and _Porites rus_ (56) – two clearly defined (i.e., both morphologically and genetically) species. Moreover, variants of C3 in the Persian Gulf have rapidly evolved increased thermal tolerance relative to close relatives from nearby areas (57). Our study offers supporting evidence to the hypothesis that closely related algal symbionts can vary substantially in function by demonstrating how intense warming can result in the near complete loss of a previously prominent symbiont genotype while increasing the relative abundance of its close relatives.

Massive _Porites_ were initially assumed by some authors to only inherit their symbionts vertically and have fixed symbiont dominance (58). However, multiple studies have now shown that a single massive _Porites_ colony can harbour mixed _Cladocopium_ and _Durusdinium_ communities (59, 60) as well as different profiles from the C15 lineage (43), suggesting the ability for either “shuffling” of dominant symbionts (29) or horizontal transmission of new Symbiodiniaceae (61). Indeed, _Porites_ can harbour different dominant ITS2 profiles across environmental gradients, suggesting that symbiotic variation has ecological implications for host colonies (62, 63). Our data confirm the hypothesis that _Porites_ can shuffle or switch symbionts by demonstrating their ability to shift between profiles from the C15 clade following extreme bleaching. The ability to shuffle or switch symbionts may be adaptive by allowing corals to avoid evolutionary “dead-ends”, whereby a vertically transmitted symbiont is fixed across the host population, but may be maladaptive under future warming (24, 55). Bleaching and shuffling or switching symbionts, however, came at a great cost to the population size of PKir-3 with a mortality rate in that lineage exceeding 80%.
Lab experiments on *Montipora*, which also transmits its symbionts maternally, have shown that changes in symbiont assemblages acquired in one generation can be transferred to the next (32), providing an avenue for intergenerational plasticity in coral holobiont function (28). This suggests that the loss of variation in symbiont identity across colonies may have long-term consequences for the range of symbiont-host pairs found on Kiritimati which, in turn, may reduce the functional diversity and adaptability of corals facing future warming. In contrast, however, the remaining colonies of PKir-3 may now be better adapted to heatwave events of similar nature, if their newly dominant symbionts increase their thermal tolerance in the face of future events (55). Overall, our results demonstrate how a single extreme event can decouple potentially tight co-evolutionary relationships between symbiotic partners.

In 2016, late in the heatwave, several of the bleached colonies of all lineages were associated with “C1” and “C3”-dominated ITS2 profiles that were only ever present during that expedition (~10 months into the heat stress; Fig 4). In all cases, these colonies were severely bleached when sampled and surviving colonies recovered “C15” sequence variants during later time points (see Fig 4). Thus, due to the transient nature of C1 and C3 profiles, we interpret these associations as opportunistic Symbiodiniaceae infections. However, it is also possible that these are very rare, residual profiles that remained following bleaching and were not detected prior due to the much higher relative abundance of other profiles during non-bleached timepoints. While it remains unclear whether these opportunists offered any benefit to the corals, it is possible that they helped colonies maintain some basic nutritional requirements during the period between initial bleaching and subsequent recovery of symbionts from the C15 lineage. A similar pattern was observed during bleaching of *Pocillopora* spp. in the eastern Pacific, where bleached colonies were temporarily colonized by an opportunistic *Breviolum* population (11). The functional and
ecological importance of these short-lived symbioses remain unclear but offer an interesting avenue for future research.

Differences in survival across lineages likely reflect differences in the timing of bleaching. Late in the heatwave, most corals had experienced some bleaching and many were severely bleached. However, PKir-3 had the highest proportion of bleached colonies early in the heatwave and had far fewer ‘healthy’ colonies later in the heatwave compared to the other two lineages. This suggests that the increased mortality in PKir-3 was a result of these colonies spending a longer time bleached, perhaps the consequence of less thermally tolerant symbionts. We did, however, also identify one gene that was an outlier between both PKir-3-PKir2 and PKir3-PKir1 genomic comparisons, ETS-related transcription factor Elf-2, which may have possible links to coral immunity (64). Thus, it is also possible that genetic differences between these cryptic lineages influenced the probability of survival, for example, by increasing bleaching propensity or susceptibility to disease following bleaching. However, this hypothesis remains highly speculative.

Although all three lineages of *Porites* were sympatric across Kiritimati, the extent to which they fully overlap across the seascape remains unclear. Past work on cryptic lineages has demonstrated that they often occur in slightly different habitats even if they do overlap in geographic distribution (e.g., 33, 43). Although currently unclear, asymmetrical gene flow that we inferred across lineages could be the result of differences in habitat. For example, if PKir-3 is found across a larger range of habitats than the other two lineages, then this could help to explain why gene flow was reduced into PKir-3. Given the functional differences in thermal tolerance through a major heat-stress event, it is possible that these lineages occupy different depth ranges, for example, but co-occur in the moderate forereef environment (as observed in *Pocillopora* spp. in
Mo’orea (35)). Understanding the distribution of cryptic coral lineages across different environments will be important for elucidating the processes driving and reinforcing differentiation across these lineages and better predicting future bleaching events (38).

Cryptic lineages are being rapidly discovered across a broad range of taxa (39, e.g., 65) but their functional importance is unclear, particularly when they are distinguished by fine-scale genetic differences. Theory would predict functional differences between cryptic lineages if they have diverged as a result of ecological speciation (66–68). However, there is also substantial evidence that close relatives tend to be ecologically similar when comparing to a broader pool of taxa (69). Thus, it remains unclear whether climate change has the potential to impose directional selection on these cryptic lineages or whether closely related lineages can instead be expected to respond similarly.

Here, we demonstrate strong differential mortality among cryptic coral lineages during a prolonged marine heatwave, providing direct evidence that heatwaves have the potential to threaten cryptic genetic diversity, even among one of the most common and stress tolerant coral genera. Cryptic lineages had specific symbiont associations that recombined during the heatwave, highlighting a likely mechanism behind differential survival of lineages. Moreover, mortality was strongly predicted by human disturbance in two of the three cryptic lineages, illustrating that anthropogenic drivers can mediate the strength of selection during extreme events. High mortality in PKir-3 decreased its overall population size, increasing the probability that the lineage goes extinct in the near future. However, changes in the symbiont associations of that lineage may facilitate adaptation to future heatwaves, with unknown functional trade-offs (55). While a population-wide shift in associated symbionts may be a form of adaptation, increasing colony-level thermal tolerance in the face of future events (24), the loss of this specific host-symbiont
pairing demonstrates how heatwaves may be eroding biotic interactions in addition to threatening diversity. Nonetheless, our study demonstrates that strong marine heatwaves may drive biodiversity loss at finer scales than have generally been appreciated to date. Overall, these findings underscore the need to better understand genetic diversity within our current conceptions of species. Moreover, they illustrate how climate change may threaten the persistence of undiscovered diversity, causing Centinelan extinctions – losses of taxa that are never described by science and therefore unrecorded (70). Moreover, this undescribed diversity is likely to explain meaningful variation in coral bleaching and mortality which has remained challenging to predict.

Materials and Methods

Study location and design

Kiritimati (Christmas Island), Republic of Kiribati, is located in the central equatorial Pacific Ocean (01°52’N 157°24’W), at the center of the Niño 3.4 region (a delineation used to quantify El Niño presence and strength). Kiritimati is the world’s largest atoll by landmass (388 km²; 150 km in perimeter), and all eighteen surveyed reefs surrounding the atoll are sloping, fringing reefs with no back reef or significant reef crest formations. Kiritimati has a strong spatial gradient of human disturbance, with the majority of the human population restricted to two villages on the northwest side of the atoll. Human uses, including waste-water runoff, subsistence fishing, and a large pier, are densely concentrated in this area, while other parts of the atoll experience substantially less human disturbance. The intensity of chronic local human disturbance at each site has previously been quantified, using two spatial data sources: 1) human population densities and 2) fishing pressure (34, 48). First, as a proxy for immediate point-source inputs from villages into the marine environment such as pollution and sewage runoff, a geographic buffer (in ArcGIS) was generated to determine human population size within 2 km of each site. Nearly all people live in villages, and village location was mapped based on published field surveys. Population size for
each village was extracted from the 2015 Population and Housing Census from the Kiribati
National Statistics Office (71). Secondly, to account for the more diffuse effects of subsistence fishing on the reef ecosystem, a kernel density function with ten steps was generated based on mapped fishing intensity from household interviews conducted by Watson et al. (72). Each metric was weighted equally, and from this combined metric sites were grouped into five distinct disturbance categories, termed very low, low, medium high, and very high. When treating human disturbance as a continuous variable, we square root-transformed the combined metric to account for skew in the data (as in 34).

Coral tagging and sampling
We tagged and sampled colonies of massive Porites along 60 m transects, laid along the 10-12 m isobath, at each of the 18 different fore reef sites around Kiritimati (Fig. 1C), during expeditions before (August 2014, January/February 2015, April/May 2015), during (July 2015, March 2016), and after (November 2016, July 2017, June 2018, July 2019) the 2015-2016 El Niño. All colonies were identified in the field as Porites lobata. Twelve of the sites were sampled both before and after the heatwave; one site was sampled before but could not be accessed after, and five of the sites were sampled only after the heatwave. In total, 305 massive Porites colonies were included in this study from at least one timepoint on the basis that symbiont and/or host lineage was obtained from sequence data (detailed below). At each visit, each coral colony was photographed and a tissue sample was taken, except in the few cases following the heatwave when the live tissue remaining on the colony was too small to sample.

Of the total set of colonies included in this study (n = 305), 157 colonies were initially tagged and sampled before the heatwave (n= 6 - 20 at 13 sites). However, not all sites could be visited during each expedition, and some site surveys were only partially completed during some expeditions
due to unfavourable weather conditions or other logistical constraints. Among these 157 colonies, we were able to track the survivorship of 79 through the mortality event (3 – 10 per site) on the basis that tagged colonies could be relocated at various timepoints spanning the heatwave. All but two of the tracked colonies (n = 77) were assigned to a cryptic *Porites* lineage using either 2b-RAD sequencing or host ITS2 metabarcoding data. Several additional colonies were sampled only during (n = 6), after (n = 100), or during and after (n = 42) the mortality event. Some colonies were sampled but sequences could not be obtained due to sample quality and/or failed benchwork.

Mortality from bleaching began some time following the July 2015 expedition and continued until at least late 2016 but ceased following the July 2017 expedition (Fig 4). Thus, we considered a colony to have died if its mortality occurred between March 2016 and July 2017 and we considered colonies to have survived if they were found alive in 2017 or later. None of the 79 colonies tracked through the heatwave died later than 2017 but some were not tracked beyond that timepoint. Because symbionts remained stable and no mortality had yet occurred at the early time-point in the heatwave, we considered all 2015 surveys to have occurred before the mortality event. These colonies were not included in survivorship analyses but provide additional insight into the relative abundance of different coral lineages and symbiont sequence variants across the various expeditions. Overall, sample sizes of each analysis vary depending on the number of colonies for which necessary information (e.g., host lineage, symbiont sequence variant, survivorship) were available (Table S3-S5).

**Assessing bleaching of tagged colonies**

Bleaching was assessed visually from photographs of each colony, using a categorical score based on the percentage of the colony that was visually bleached. We considered colonies with less than
10% bleaching to be “healthy”, those with 11-50% bleaching to have experienced “partial 
bleaching”, and colonies with >50% bleaching were considered to be “severely bleached”.

**DNA extraction**

We performed DNA extraction using one of two methods: 1) a guanidinium-based extraction 
protocol optimized for Symbiodiniaceae DNA (30, 73) and 2) a second protocol using the 
DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit performed with modifications to optimize for coral genomic DNA 
extraction (74). Following the first protocol, the DNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol three 
times rather than once and, if necessary, the final product cleaned using Zymo Genomic DNA 
Clean and ConcentratorTM-25 (Catalog Nos. D4064 & D4065) following the standard protocol 
(http://www.zymoresearch.com/downloads/dl/file/id/638/d4064i.pdf). For ITS2 metabarcoding, 
the guanidinium-based extraction was used. However, for 2b-RAD preparations, coral genomic 
extractions were used unless there was no remaining tissue left from that sample, in which case 
the guanidium-based extraction was used.

**High-throughput sequencing**

We used amplicon sequencing to characterize the algal symbiont communities associated with 
each coral colony. We chose the ITS2 amplicon for high-throughput sequencing because it is 
currently the standard region used for identification and quantification of Symbiodiniaceae taxa 
(50). Library preparation for Illumina MiSeq ITS2 amplicon sequencing was performed following 
the Illumina 16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation (Illumina protocol, Part # 
15044223 Rev. B) with the following modifications: (1) ITS2 primers (ITSD-forward: 5’-TCG 
TCG GCA GCG TCA GAT GTG TAT AAG AGA CAG GTG AAT TGC AGA ACT CCG TG-
3’ 63 385 and ITS2-reverse: 5’-GTC TCG TGG GCT CGG AGA TGT GTA TAA GAG ACA 
GCC TCC GCT TAC TTA TAT GCT T-3’ 64) were used in place of the 16S primers. 2) PCR 1
annealing temperature was 52°C, PCR 1 was performed in triplicate, and PCR product was pooled prior to bead clean. 3) A 1:1.1 ratio of PCR product to SPRI beads was used for PCR 1 and PCR 2 clean up. Samples were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform, which yielded 2x300 bp paired-end reads. Raw sequence data are available on the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under the BioProject accession PRJNA869694.

Extracts from n = 67 samples were prepared for 2b-RAD sequencing following the methods of Wang et al. (75). These samples were intended to cover a range of sites while focusing on the colonies for which survivorship was known. However, there was not enough tissue or DNA remaining to include all samples. Eight replicate samples were prepared to identify clones (none were found in this dataset). Samples were barcoded, multiplexed, and sequenced across two lanes of Illumina HiSeq 2500 at Tufts University Core Facility (TUCF). Raw reads were trimmed, deduplicated and quality filtered with FASTX TOOLKIT (http://hannonlab.ccshl.edu/fastx_toolkit) and only reads with Phred scores >20 were maintained (-q 20 -p 100).

Quality-filtered reads were first mapped to a concatenated genome of four Symbiodiniaceae genera Symbiodinium, Breviolum, Cladocopium, and Durusdinium (76–78) via bowtie2 (79). Any reads that mapped successfully with a minimum end-to-end alignment score of −22.2 were removed so that those left behind could be assumed to belong to the host. Remaining reads were then mapped to the Porites lutea genome (80). Genotyping and identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) was performed using ANGSD v0.921 (81). Standard filtering that was used across all analyses included loci present in at least 80% of individuals, minimum mapping quality score of 20, minimum quality score of 25 (unless no minimum allele frequency (MAF) filter was used in which case quality scores of 25 and 30 were used), strand bias p-value > 0.05, heterozygosity bias >0.05, removing all triallelic sites, removing reads having multiple best hits and lumped paralogs filter (see Supp. File 2 for proportion of missing data for each analysis).
Lineage assignment

To detect population structure among corals from all sites, the program ADMIXTURE v. 1.3.0 (82) was used to find the optimal number of clusters (K) with the least cross validation error. SNPs were hard called using genotype likelihoods estimated by SAMtools with a SNP p-value < 0.05 (12,755 loci). Principal Coordinate Analyses (PCoAs; using 1-Pearson correlation) were performed using a covariance matrix based on single-read resampling calculated in ANGSD and admixture results were visualized using the K with the least cross validation error reported from ADMIXTURE and the most likely K based on the PCA. Samples were assigned to lineages based on the >0.85 assignment to a single lineage in ADMIXTURE and segregation along PC1 and PC2 axes in PCoA space.

Following lineage assignment using the 2b-RAD data, we used host contamination in the ITS2 metabarcoding data to further assign additional colonies to each lineage using a DNA barcoding approach. Sequence files generated with the intent of characterizing algal symbiont communities were run through the dada2 pipeline (83) in R using a reference database that included both Symbiodiniaceae and Porites ITS2 sequences (taken from Genbank; see Fig S4). Amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) matching Porites were isolated and the dominant ASV (for homozygous; at least 97% relative read abundance) or top two ASVs (for heterozygous; at least 40% relative abundance for second most abundant sequence) found in each coral were treated as DNA barcodes and used to assign lineages for samples not sequenced using 2b-RAD. For colonies that had ambiguous sequences or sequences that did not match any references (i.e., samples used for 2b-RAD), lineage assignment was not possible.

Analyses of genetic divergence and demographics between lineages
BayeScan v. 2.1 (84) was used to identify a set of putatively neutral loci. The FST outlier method implemented in BayeScan identified outliers using 5000 iterations, 20 pilot runs with length 5000, and burn-in length of 50,000. We employed the default prior odds of neutrality (10) and a q-value cut-off of 0.50 after FDR correction for removing all putatively non-neutral loci. To determine genetic differentiation between lineages, ANGSD was used to calculate the site allele frequency (SAF) for each lineage using no MAF filter (363,736 loci) and then realSFS calculated the site frequency spectrum (SFS) for all possible pairwise comparisons. These SFSs were used as priors with the SAF to calculate global FST. Here, only weighted global FST values between lineages are reported. ANGSD was used to obtain 100 series of 5 block-bootstrapped SFS replicates, which were averaged to create 100 bootstrapped SFS for each lineage. SFS was polarized using the *P. lutea* genome as an ancestral reference. Multimodel inference in moments was used to fit two-population models (https://github.com/z0on/AFS-analysis-with-moments) and all unfolded models were run on 10 bootstrapped SFS and replicated six times. The best fit model was then selected based on lowest AIC value. Parameters (i.e., migration, epoch times, and effective population sizes (Ne)) for the best fit model were obtained by running the best fit model on 100 bootstrapped SFS and replicated six times. Additionally, we ran the unsupervised analysis StairwayPlot v2 (85) to one dimensional SFS as a second effort to reconstruct effective population sizes. For all demographic analyses we used a mutation rate 1.38e-9 (from the 0.138% per Ma substitution rate in Prada et al (86) calculated for the *Porites* genus) per base per year and generation time of 6 years. The generation time was calculated from the average reproductive age of *P. lutea* (8cm diameter; (87)) and average growth rate of 1.3 + 0.3 cm/year for *P. lobata* (88).

Identifying genes under selection across lineages

Additional filtering of loci was conducted prior to outlier analyses, which included SNP p-value e−5 (SNPs were hard called for this analysis) and MAF < 0.05 (4,956 loci). Our data were subset
to include only two pairs of lineages for each comparison. The aim of this approach was to isolate outlier loci between the PKir-3 and versus both PKir-1 and PKir-2 to look for candidate genes that might explain the differential mortality outcomes. First, PCAdapt v. 4.3.3 (89) was used to determine the optimal K for all pairwise comparisons using a score plot displaying population structure. A K of 2 was selected for all pairwise comparisons between all lineage pairs and p-values were extracted from PC1, which separated each lineage pair. We performed an FDR correction on these p-values to create converted q-values, which were transformed using a BH correction to account for the multiple comparisons between lineages. A q-value of 0.05 was used as a cutoff for determining outlier loci and annotated genes (using the annotation file from (90)) 1 kb upstream or downstream of this outlier locus were reported.

Analysis of algal symbiont communities

Symbiodiniaceae communities were inferred via ITS2 sequence data using SymPortal, implemented through the online portal (50). Analyses were conducted (and visualizations were produced) using both the ITS2 profile matrix and DIV matrix output directly from SymPortal (see below). In order to produce evolutionary trees for unifrac-based ordinations of the DIV matrix, sequences were aligned in Geneious and a NJ tree was produced. We used unifrac dissimilarity matrices (taken directly from SymPortal) to produce a NJ tree of Cladocopium ITS2 profiles.

Statistical analyses

To test whether lineages were non-randomly distributed across the island and across the human disturbance gradient before the heatwave, we conducted Bayes Factor contingency tests. For geographic effects, we divided the island into four regions (North Lagoon Face n = 3 sites, Vaskess Bay/South Lagoon Face; n = 5 sites, Bay of Wrecks; n = 2 sites and North Shore; n = 3 sites), while we treated human disturbance as a continuous metric. We also tested whether algal
symbiont communities differed across lineages before the heatwave, using a PERMANOVA on the DIV matrix output from SymPortal and we visualized ordinations (Fig 3a,b) using only sequence reads from the Cladocopium C15 clade. We tested for effects of coral lineage and human disturbance on coral survival, by conducting a binomial logistic regression with these two variables and an interaction term between them. We tested for differences in categorical bleaching status across lineages both early and late in the heatwave using ordinal logistic regressions. These analyses were run using the following packages in R: bayesfactor, dada2, phyloseq, tidyverse, vegan, and vgam.
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Fig 1. Cryptic lineages of massive *Porites* across forereef sites on Kiritimati. (a) Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) of 2b-RAD data (using 1-Pearson correlation matrices through ANGSD) showing three population clusters. (b) Results of ADMIXTURE analysis showing the assignment of colonies to one of three lineages, arranged by collection site. (c) A map with pie charts showing the relative abundance of each lineage at each site before the heatwave. Numbers indicate the number of colonies sampled and sequenced with either 2b-RAD or ITS2 metabarcoding. Circles indicate sites colored by level of human disturbance and scaled by human population size.
Fig 2. Survivorship by coral cryptic lineage and chronic human disturbance. Each point represents a colony that either survived (0) or died (1). The proportion of colonies that died at each value is estimated by the logistic regression line. Note that human disturbance is a relative metric based on fishing pressure and distance to Kiritimati’s villages (see ref. 72). Note that data points are jittered for visualization.
Fig 3. Impact of the marine heatwave on lineage-specific symbioses. Shown are the results of PCoA (based on Unifrac distance) of Cladocopium C15 sequence variants for all colonies sampled (a) before and (b) after the heatwave. Ellipses at the 95% level are shown for each assigned coral lineage. Also shown in (c) are the relative abundances of each ITS2 profile across all colonies of each lineage before and after the heatwave. Sample sizes indicate the number of colonies. Only samples with > 500 sequence reads were included. Note that the ellipse for PKir-3 in panel a largely overlaps the points and is therefore challenging to visualize.
Fig 4. Temporal stability of Symbiodiniaceae associated with tracked colonies of each cryptic *Porites* lineage.

Each row represents an individual colony, with colour at each time point indicating the dominant symbiont profile. Colonies within each lineage are arranged in order of human disturbance (lowest on top, highest on bottom). Note that colonies that survived to 2017 were considered alive for survivorship analyses. Colonies that were considered to have switched or shuffled profiles from the C15 clade (i.e., between ITS2 profiles with different dominant DIVs; n = 4) are indicated with an asterisk. Expeditions during the heatwave are shown in red text.